
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering 27 of the FSR FMG  

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioural sciences 

Date: 8th of May 2020 

Location: Online 

Present FSR ’19-’20: 

 

Alexandra Rosca, Birgit Peters, Minou De Rosa Silvera, Teun 

Prins, Viktoriia Akhankova, Ana Mar Kreutzenbeck Pérez, Tom 

Flipse, Nadya Manuputty, Siddharth Jethwani, Marc Janvier-Olsen, 

Artem Gryshchenko 

Absent FSR ’19-20: Nadya Manuputty 

Minutes: Lieve Bastiaan 

Concept Agenda 

1. Opening   

2. Announcements   

3. Setting the concept minutes   

4. Action points   

5. Mail   

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda   

8. Topic 1: Proctoring   

9. Topic 2: OV5  

10. Topic 3: Faculty’s Strategic Plan 

11. Topic 4: Budget Report   

12. Topic 5: Transfer Weekend 

13. Topic 6: Elections 

14. Topic 7: Donation to UvA Crowdfunding 

15. Any other business  

16. Points for the CSR  

17. Points for the Media  

18. Questions and Closing   

 

1. Opening  

Alex opens the meeting at 11:04 

 

2. Announcements  

Nadya is unable to join the meeting she mandates Sid. 

Marc’s internet is slow, he will be late. Ana Mar is late. 

Artem has another meeting at 11:45.  
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3. Setting the concept minutes of PV 26 

The minutes of PV 26 are set with some changes.  

4. Action Points  

The action list is updated.  

 

From the When-to-meet the best dates for an OV Preparation meeting are Monday 10-13:00 or 

on Wednesday. But Alex would prefer to have the meeting on Monday as Wednesday would 

mean that it would take place only one day before the OV.  

 

 

5. Mail 

Artem responded to Eric regarding the HST advice. He did not receive an extensive response 

back. 

6. Updates  

Update chair 

On Monday there was a chair meeting with all of the UvA faculties; the agenda included a 

check-up on the councils, updates on the next semester, proctoring and student associations. 

A few days later, the DB met Agneta met to discuss the coming OV and our faculty updates. 

 

Update delegate to the CSR 

This week was rather quiet in CSR (not accounting for all debates regarding proctoring). 

Touching upon this Proctorio topic, we still wait for the CvB response, while observing huge 

waves of criticism coming from all sides in the student community. Another ongoing topic is 

the Institutional Plan. You all know that UvA is currently in the process of writing it. Most 

important here to highlight is the fact that all of our faculty’s concerns were taken into account 

and would be integrated into the IP in that form or another. Numerus Fixus did reach CSR as 

well. A couple of CSR members do raise concerns regarding this process, including 

examination procedures at Psychology and CS (contact me if you want more an in-depth 

evaluation regarding it). Finally, Omur, the O&O Chair (who you have probably seen on UvA's 

Instagram yesterday), started the discussion regarding integration of gender-neutral bathrooms 

at our university. 

 

Support for the impaired student(s) (E&C/CSR) 

Alex asks if someone has any updates on this issue. There are none. Alex proposes that Tom 

and Teun could write the CSR an email about the issue, to ensure it is brought up during the 

meeting. As the CSR agenda is quite full and there might not be time to include it in any other 

business or updates.  

200508-1: Tom and Teun compose an email about the impaired student for the CSR. 
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7. Setting the agenda  

Topic 4, Budget report, is removed from the agenda as Ana Mar is still unable to access the 

bank. 

 

8. Topic 1: Proctoring (Discussion/Decision) 

The Council is updated/informed about the unsolicited advice on proctoring from the CSR and 

the petition that is being shared amongst students. 

On Wednesday the university officially announced that proctoring will be used when 

there is no other option an exam. A petition against the use of proctoring was started by a 

student, it currently has over 100 signatures. She has friends in UvA Social who will help her 

send a letter. They aim to have signatures from 1/10 of the student population. 

Artem checked the petition and found that you can boost the signatures by using different email 

addresses to sign it multiple times. 

         Teun asks whether the council wants to share the petition. Alex responds that members 

had some points of the petition that they were critical of. Teun is of the opinion that any 

concerns he has are outweighed by the severity of this issue. Most of the council agrees that 

supporting and sharing the petition is a good idea. Ana Mar is in favour of supporting it and 

adds that they have already received so many signatures that, even if there are issues, it would 

be best to support it.  Alex summarizes that the platform is quite tricky and there are some issues 

with the content but that the issue is so important, and the petition already has so much attention 

that it will be supported. 

         Sid adds that there was a very intense discussion in the political science group chat, he 

noticed that the point that the proctoring will only be used when there is no alternative option 

is a bit lost among students. People are very wary of proctoring and there are a lot of 

misconceptions. Sid agrees that there are negative sides to proctoring but the university says it 

is the last option that will be used. It has not been used at our faculty yet. Sid adds that Agneta 

said that students can be accommodated on a case by case basis. Additionally, there are some 

things that need to be done to fairly obtain credits, for example taking a proper exam. Alex 

thinks he has a point but adds that the point that students’ issue that is brought up is the 

unsolicited consent that students need to give to take the exam. Sid adds that students always 

have the option to contact the person issuing the exam to make other arrangements. 

         Artem adds that there are a lot of negative things about it, and students are negative 

about it the council needs to support them and share the petition. But what needs to be 

remembered is that is proctoring be implemented and used. The council needs to inform the 

students instead of fully moving against the implementation. The council could do this, for 

example, via social media. Sid adds that indeed students have less information about the 

programme than the council does. The council should educate the students about the practicality 

of proctoring, the alternatives they have, and when it would be used by the faculty. 
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Tom responds that he is unsure if it’s the council’s task to defend the university’s policy, he 

understands providing information that would take the students worries away. But the privacy 

issues are big, the university should defend itself. A plan will be created in the education 

committee. 

200508-2: The proctoring petition is shared on the council’s social media.  

 

9. Topic 2: OV5 (Discussion) 

OV5 is next Thursday, the OV prep will be next week on Monday or Thursday, the strategy 

documents need to be prepared before the OV prep. The dean was not in favour of inviting a 

guest for the housing topic. 

 

10. Topic 3: Faculty’s Strategic Plan (Discussion)  

Tom updates the Council about the faculty’s strategic plan. Tom just had a meeting with June 

from the CSR. He will prepare a meeting piece for next week. The lawyer the CSR hired 

investigated our rights regarding the strategic plan, the council has approval rights. There are 

three steps the council could take. Firstly, as a council, they could not find this an issue and 

they do not do anything. Secondly, we prepare the next council to act upon this when the new 

faculty strategic document is finished. Thirdly, the council could act now, to make a case for 

the council to have approval rights of the strategy document. 

 Teun asks Tom if he has a preference. Tom does, he believes creating a good file with 

the help of lawyers, where all the information and scenarios are collected. During the transfer 

weekend, he then plans to hand it over to a new member. As the strategic plan is not an issue 

now, there is enough to be done during the corona crisis and the new strategic plan will be 

finished during when the next council is instated. 

 

 

11. Topic 4: Budget Report (Discussion) 

This topic was removed are there are no updates. 

 

12. Topic 5: Transfer weekend (Discussion/Decision) 

The Council is updates about the discussion surrounding the transfer weekend. The progress of 

individual updates on the Witboek files is shared. 

 Sid informs the council there is not much to discuss, apart from the regulations 

announced by the prime minister. Events with 30 people may possible in July. Thus, exploring 

the option of doing some form of physical transfer weekend is useful. Minou is torn, she is still 

in favour of doing it online. She has already made plans, and some people may be 

uncomfortable to be in a house with a large group of people. Lieve adds that these new 

regulations are not set in stone and the country could shut down more again if infections rise.  

Teun adds that since this was announced many people may have booked vacations within the 

country thus finding a place may be hard. Additionally, we do not know how many international 
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members there will be, we do not know if they can travel to the Netherlands. Artem believes 

having a weekend would be really nice. He cannot guarantee he can be there in July. Viktoriia 

is still in favour of doing it online. Ana Mar is still in favour of depending on the online version 

for important issues. Sid would want to travel back if a physical one is held. Marc adds that we 

still need to see how this all goes; he would be in favour of having it together but becoming 

sick is also a concern. Birgit is in favour of doing it online, doing it physically is a big health 

risk. Tom would want to do it in real life but adds that there is too much uncertainty to do it in 

real life, we could also do it in real life if possible. Alex adds that we should keep the online 

transfer to ensure all the important information is transferred. It would be nice to have a real-

life version if the regulations allow for it. She adds that keeping it at the end of August is best 

as it would be easier for international students to join. 

         Sid adds that they have not received any individual updates on the witboek. The deadline 

is proposed to be next Friday before the PV. Brigit questions why it should be so soon, the 

transfer will not be for a while. Tom shares Birgit’s concerns, they are both very busy.  Teun 

adds that files that are not subject to a lot of change could be finished already. Teun would like 

a first draft before the final version as well. The updates should be provided before June. The 

task force will create a timeline for the individual updates on witboek files. 

200508-3: The taskforce prepares a timeline for the individual updates on the witboek files. 

 

13. Topic 6: Elections (Discussion) 

The members of the respective parties update the council about the upcoming student council 

elections. The idea of having an informal meet and greet with the candidates is introduced. 

UvA social has 5 people for FMG, excluding list pushers. DVS has 3. Inter has one 

candidate. Considering the seats for departments. The best-case scenario would be 6 filled 

council seats. Considering the list will be published soon, there is the idea of having an informal 

meet and greet with the candidates. 

         Brigit asks what the worst-case scenario would be. Alex did not look into this; people 

can always drop out of elections. Brigit wonders how many are international. Alex answers that 

there are 4 Dutch people. Tom adds this would only be the case if the DVS members are elected. 

Having people be council assistants should be encouraged if they are not chosen. 

         Alex does not know if there were people late in signing up. Ana Mar adds that if people 

need to hire council assistants. Alex adds that only the FMG and one other faculty have the 

issue of not having enough candidates. There are now 9 people running, but due to their 

faculties, only 6 can be elected. Birgit is sure that they altered something, that seats were moved 

between departments. Teun adds that this could be something that the council could push for 

and the distribution of seats should be re-evaluated.         

         The council is in favour of the idea of meeting with candidates. Alex will get the contact 

details from UvA social and inter. Tom will contact DVS. A date for the meet and greet will be 

set after. 
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14. Topic 7: Donation to UvA Crowdfunding 

The council discusses the idea of donating to the crowdfunding organized centrally by the UvA 

provided that the budget report is in place. The amount is determined. The idea of nominating 

student councils/study associations to donate or share the initiative on their social media handles 

is further discussed. 

Because the budget report is not finished the council cannot agree on an amount. The 

council votes about the idea to donate the first 100 euros. All members present are in favour. 

Alex mentioned the idea of nominating others during the meeting with the chairs, they like the 

idea as there are also unsure of what to do with the remainder of their budgets. Sid wonders if 

a party or council could be nominated already. Alex adds that nominating people publicly is not 

proper, but the council could send an email. 

 

15. Any other business 

The OV preparation meeting will be on Monday between 10 and 11 with the possibility of it 

taking longer. 

Sid brings up the request for consent, it will be put on the agenda for next week. 

         Teun would like to discuss the WhatsApp and slack policy. Alex adds that she has been 

posting on WhatsApp and slack, the discussion has been had multiple times and it has not led 

to anything. Teun adds that WhatsApp is low priority for him. Viktoriia adds that it was 

established that WhatsApp will be used for communication for the corona virus situation. Alex 

asks the other council members have a preference. We need to find a way to keep everyone 

informed. Tom asks Teun if it’s okay if everything is on WhatsApp and slack. Sending it on 

WhatsApp improves responsivity. Teun wants one channel to avoid confusion, he is willing to 

switch if he is the only one who has an issue with using WhatsApp for official business. The 

members present are asked if they have a preference, only Teun has a preference. The council 

members present agree that having one channel is easiest. Alex wonders that although people 

do not have a preference but there is still a problem with a low response rate, maybe there is a 

different issue. Alex has not seen a difference in response rates in using WhatsApp. Teun adds 

that the response rate has been low and is lowered more by the corona crisis, which is 

understandable. Maybe the council should evaluate response rates. Ana Mar adds that it is easier 

to keep track of responses and questions in slack and the use of emojis in Slack for responses 

is convenient. 

         Teun wants a new channel to be chosen and to have new regulations for communication. 

Tom brings up the idea that if there is no response after 24h, for an urgent issue, the council 

will work with the arguments or reactions that have been sent. 

Slack is chosen as the main channel of communication. People can be reminded to check slack 

on WhatsApp. Teun adds that this would be a good way to handle the situation if things do not 

go the way agreed upon in this meeting. It is concluded that Slack should be checked twice a 

day, after lunch and dinner. Members should respond as soon as they can. Alex adds that if 

people get notifications, especially when their name is tagged, they should respond quickly. 
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16. Points for the CSR 

No points 

17. Points for the Media 

No points 

18. Questions and Closing  

Lieve wonders whether she should send the Zoom links in slack or WhatsApp, she will send 

them in zoom and WhatsApp, just to be safe. The Zoom links can be found in the agenda as 

well. 

Minou is wondering what is going on with the events, this will be discussed further in 

the committee. 

Alex closes the meeting at 12:34 

Action list 

200508-1: Tom and Teun compose an email about the impaired student for the CSR. 

200508-2: The proctoring petition is shared on the council’s social media. 

200508-3: The taskforce prepares a timeline for the individual updates on the witboek files 

200501-2: The council members write down updates on their files to be put in the witboek 

200501-4: Alex will send the latest PR budget distribution to Ana Mar 

200417-6: The taskforce transfer weekend has to start writing the witboek 

200302-1: PR looks into making a promotion schedule and into a timeframe for ordering 

merchandise. 

200217-4: The ODC of Psychology schedules its next meetings. 

200217-5: The ODC of POW schedules its next meetings. 

200217-6: The ODC of Communication Science schedules its next meetings. 

200122-5: Ana Mar prepares a half-year budget report. 

 

Pro Memorie 

160405-6: Updates of the chairman, delegate and committee chairpersons shall be sent no later 

than 24 hours before the PV. 

160426-8: The AS / chair forwards e-mails about OWI meetings under the heading 

Confidential. 

160915-1: PR maintains an internal promotion schedule and keeps the PV informed. 

161027-1: Everyone authorizes someone who is absent from the PV by sending an e-mail to 

the DB. 

161013-3: Everyone thinks about a time schedule of his/her files and discusses it in the CV’s. 

162112: If the FSR discusses something with education directors that is relevant to the domain, 

it must be communicated to the relevant OC/ODC. 

170124-1: The AS answers every email that it is passed on to the file holder and that he/she 

will answer it. 

170124-2: Everybody puts the AS in the CC when responding to emails. 
171013-7: Everyone puts updates of workgroups (that do not fall under one a certain committee) 

in a reply to all in the PV agenda mail. 

171107-7: Everyone reads the CSR agenda prior to the PV. 

171212-2: Everyone keeps his/her file archive on the drive updated. 

171212-5: Everyone likes the FB and Instagram posts. 
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190212-7: All OC listeners ensure a good communication with the OC’s (requesting them to 

send minutes, advices, to transparent about issues in the programs).  

190923-12: Every council member writes an update after having been to an OC meeting when 

needed. 

191113-6: Birgit will write a rough version of the evaluation on the DoR. 

191211-4: The FSR ’19- ‘20 makes sure the FSR of ’20- ‘21 plans their first ODC’s right at the 

start of the year (OR should be invited as well).  

200210-14: When council members have read a message in Slack, they make this known by 

replying with an emoji.  

191127-7: In the PC meetings, everyone asks the personal contact info (phone numbers and 

emails) of their PC members and BoS-students. Sid and Minou will make sure the platform is 

set up. 


